Particles within the nanometer size regime (1-100 nm) exhibit properties across quantum and classical mechanics. An example of the quantum mechanical nature of some particles includes their ability to bend light and change color appearance in suspension. An example of the classical mechanical nature of some particles includes their tendency to agglomerate in suspension. Both of these phenomenons are extensively studied in the literature and are the subject of many research projects that examine the utility of nanoparticles in biomedical and environmental applications. However, these unique properties have also been shown to induce unintentional toxicological effects in various biological and ecological systems. In this paper, the applications and implications of engineered nanoparticles in aqueous suspensions will be reviewed and discussed relevant to the particle's structure on the nanometer size scale and its subsequent biological activity at the cellular level.
Introduction
Engineered nanostructures are ubiquitous in the world around us. Personal interactions with these materials are inevitable, most notably through worker exposure in the chemical industry or consumer exposure through biomedical products. Therefore, assessments of potential risks associated with contact, including toxicological evaluations, are of paramount importance in the safe development of engineered nanostructures. One important factor within the regulatory discussion is the need for accurate and relevant nanomaterial characterization of the physicochemical properties for toxicological evaluations. The toxicity of nanomaterials can be ranked according induced toxicities and inflammation at different concentrations over different time points. Chemical composition and surface coating of the nanomaterial can be related to toxicological responses. Data suggest that users of certain nanomaterials may rely on ex vivo measures of concentration, composition, agglomeration, leached metal ions, and reactive species production, as well as other features such as crystallite phase, surface chemistry, and particle surface charge as indicators for safety assessment.
Structure-activity relationships and their relevance to particle science
The model engineered-nanoparticle has three distinct structural features that strongly contribute to its potential biological activity. These common features of a nanoparticle include highly crystalline, monodisperse, and large surface area materials. These features are exploited to gain a unique material-type for a particular application; however, this exploitation comes at a cost in that highly crystalline particles often produce reactive oxygen species when suspended in aqueous solutions, small monodisperse particles distribute within an in vivo model rapidly and distally, and particles with large surface area interact with native biomolecules which in turn disrupt normal biological processes.
Traditionally, structure-activity relationships (SARs) relate the chemical structure of a compound to qualitative biological activity. Toxicologists worldwide face a daunting task in screening hundreds of chemicals suspended in different media for innumerable toxicological endpoints. While in vivo (animal) and in vitro (cell culture) testing are still considered the backbones of obtaining a comprehensive toxicological and risk assessment framework, these traditional methods are both time consuming and expensive. A systematic and organized approach such as computer-based modeling methods that relates experimental data to measurable biological responses is the need of the hour. These resulting "models" will hence be a quick and effective tool in predicting and characterizing a chemical's toxicity mechanism and consequently integrating physicochemical and biological properties into a strong risk assessment framework for regulatory considerations. Thus, SARs is a multidisciplinary concept and is a powerful link that ties three major fields, namely chemistry, biology and statistics together.
The application of SARs to the field of nanotoxicology in particular seems promising. A host of engineerednanomaterials is already being incorporated in several consumer products, resulting in large-scale production of these new, innovative classes of materials. Given the complex life cycle of these nano-enabled products, it is essential to predict toxicological effects in a fast and inexpensive manner in order to reduce the risk and improve the benefits of this new technology. Mathematical models can, therefore, be employed to rank, relate, and predict toxicities based on physicochemical nanomaterial properties. This approach has the potential to reduce the need for, or extent of animal testing. Furthermore, these models generate a common conceptual framework for all stakeholders affected by toxicological regulations. Consequently, scientifically rational and informed decisions can be made which leads to a better environmental health protection.
Structure, activity, and toxicity of engineered nanoparticles
When designing a nanotoxicology study, a three-step process must be utilized to determine the interaction of an engineered-nanoparticle with tissue or cell. First, the structure of nanoparticle must be determined. Second, the chemical reactivity of the nanoparticle must be understood. Third, the particles' route of exposure, reaction with the biological target, and resultant cellular dysfunction must be reported. These experiments should be conducted over a range of increasing concentrations as well over a well-defined time period. Table 1 summarizes some of the most common techniques to measure this three-step process.
Structure

Surface area
Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (BET)-the original authors of the 1938 article describing this techniquephysisorption is a method of measuring surface area and porosity of a material by physically adsorbing molecules of nitrogen gas (N 2 ) onto the surface of a solid. BET is one of the most widely used methods of determining surface area. It is accomplished by designating particular points at which relative pressure measurements are to be takenpressure of a tube containing sample measured against saturation pressure tube. BET Surface Area measurements are used in the pharmaceutical, ceramics, carbon black, fuel, and electronics industry, as well as being a key physical characterization method for nanoparticles. The BET Surface Area of various building materials were measured by passing Nitrogen gas over a "degassed" solid at the boiling temperature of liquid nitrogen. The building materials were kept as close to their native state as possible however "coupons" had to be made in order to fit them through a 1/4 inch diameter opening on the sample tube. The instrument should be installed on a stable tabletop and gas tanks should be secured. Also do not kink the gas lines or damage the integrity of the lines lead to the machine. The operator is responsible for proper cleaning of the sample tubes for each use. The operator should report mass values to a level as precise as possible. The operator is responsible for identifying a degas procedure. The operator should ensure that no test sample is sucked up into the degas or analysis ports when removing sample tubes after degassing and analysis. Unused gas ports should be covered or plugged when not in use. Liquid Nitrogen can cause cryoburns, wear proper PPE when filling up liquid nitrogen Dewar for use in analysis. Allow sample tubes to warm to room temp after completion of the analysis run. Degas temperature can get quit high (upwards of 350°C), allow sample tubes to cool down before touching and removal of the heating jackets.
There are thermodynamic consequences of high surface areas. Difference in free energy between bulk material and nanoparticle contribute to the difficulty in predicting unknown effects of a nanoparticle based on known effects of larger micrometer sized materials. Specific to nanocrystals, reduced melting points, large surface areas, and increased lattice contraction give nanoparticles the heightened ability to produce reactive oxygen and nitrogen species on the particle's surface. While crystals on the larger size scale are also known to produce reactive species, some nanocrystals have different crystallographic structures when compared to their bulk phase counterparts.
Dynamic light scattering
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is also referred to as Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS). The technique is used for measuring particle size and size distribution when in liquid suspension. DLS measures the Brownian motion of the particles. Brownian motion is the random movement of suspended particles due to bombardment between the particle and the solvent molecules. As the solvent molecules collide with the particles, they exert a force, which is capable of moving the particles in a random direction. This random movement is more exaggerated in a small particle than for a large particle of the same composition in the same time period. This movement is known as the translational diffusion and is captured in the Einstein-Stokes equation as D along with the hydrodynamic radius of the particle.
where D is the translational diffusion coefficient, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature, and n is the viscosity of the solvent. The Stokes equation is only applicable for spherical or spheroidal particle-types. Measuring the size of particles when suspended in aqueous solvent is an important characterization metric for nanotoxicology studies. It provides the researcher with a rapid means of generating a size profile (or hydrodynamic radius) of nanoparticles. DLS is also used to measure proteins in a biological buffer. The technique does have some limitations. For example, in a polydisperse sample, the larger particles will scatter more light, thus skewing the intensity of the size profile. The intensity of scattered light is proportional to the diameter of the particle to the 6th power. This phenomenon is called Rayleigh Scattering. It is difficult to determine the size of individual particles using light scattering when aggregates or agglomerates are present in the suspension-a polydisperse sample mixture may read as if it were void of the smaller fraction of nanoparticles. It is important to use control samples without the nanoparticle to determine the sizing profile of components in the suspension medium.
3.1.3 Transmission electron microscopy and energy dispersive spectroscopy
The use of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a necessary characterization tool in nanotoxicology. TEM takes advantage of the extremely small wavelength of electrons (0.2 nm) to increase the resolution and magnification of nanometer sized particles as well as cellular organelles. In transmission electron microscopy, the sample, generally referred to as the specimen, is exposed to an electron beam. The transmitted electrons are viewed on a phosphorescent screen, camera, or film. Depending on the specimen characteristics, the TEM can provide information such as size, shape, aggregation, and crystalline structure. This technique may be used post-exposure for both in vitro and in vivo tissue samples to determine the intracellular localization of particles and cell structure changes (Reynolds, 1963) . Table 2 summarises the comparisons of microscopy methods used in nanotoxicology.
TEM provides information about a nanomaterial in its native state or in a complex mixture. However, there are some limitations to this technique. Biological specimens are immediately damaged upon exposure due to the high energy of the electron beam. Proper biological specimen preparation determines the quality of the specimen. Preparation is a multiple step process consisting of fixation, dehydration, embedding, and sectioning. Post-staining the specimen with a combination of uranyl acetate and lead citrate will enhance contrast and allow better visualization of cell structure. The combination of TEM with composition determination is an even more powerful technique. Complementary methodologies such as energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), electron diffraction (ED), and high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) are useful. Energy dispersive spectroscopy as a micro-analytical tool can yield both quantitative and qualitative results. When emitted electrons strike the atoms of interest in the sample, inelastic reactions generate emitted electrons and X-rays that are then detected via spectroscopy. The technique is very sensitive and, therefore, special attention must be placed on sterility during specimen preparation as to not add artifacts to the sample.
Crystallinity
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is one of the most commonly used methods for confirming crystalline product. Limitations of the technique include large sample amount needed (100 mg powder sample). While small grain sizes can be determined, the technique requires long collection times. The chemical composition influences the crystalline structure, as does synthesis (and sometimes storage) method.
Two equations are used in this technique: Bragg's law and Scherrer equation. Bragg's law is used to determine the angles for coherent and incoherent scattering from a crystal lattice.
where n is an integer, l is the wavelength of incident wave, d is the spacing between the planes in the atomic lattice, and q is the angle between the incident ray and the scattering planes. Scherrer equation is used to determine the size and shape of the nanocrystalline material, also known as crystallite.
where D is the crystallite size, l is the X-ray wavelength (1.54 Å for Cu Ka radiation), q B is the Bragg angle, and b
1/2 where B and b are taken as the FWHM (full width at half max peak) of standard and sample.
Electron diffraction (ED) is the phenomenon that results in an interference pattern when a beam of electrons bombard a sample. It is a commonly used technique to study the crystal structure of solids, especially in material characterization techniques such as transmission and scanning electron microscopy. Based on the diffraction patterns, the crystallinity of the sample under investigation can be determined. Once this pattern has been attained, it is compared with that of a standard material. This technique may come into play when a particle has multiple crystalline states (Sayes et al., 2006a) . HRTEM is also used to study the crystallographic structure at the atomic scale.
Recent studies have related the crystal structure of a material to its photocatalytic and cytotoxicological activities (Sayes et al., 2006b) . Different crystalline phases of nanoscale titania (TiO 2 ) particles contribute to their differential cytotoxic responses in cultured cells. The most inactive catalytic material (TiO 2 in the rutile crystal phase) is less cytotoxic than similarly sized TiO 2 particles in the anatase crystal phase. Anatase TiO 2 also exhibits high photoactivity. This correlation is a manifesta tion of a fundamental structure-activity relationship in nanoscale titania-nanoparticle structures optimized to produce reactive species under UV illumination also are more effective at disrupting cellular functioning. Simple ex vivo tests of nanoscale titania photoactivity could prove useful as a comparative screen for cytotoxicity in this important class of materials. 
Activity
Zeta potential
The zeta potential of a particle is used as a measure of the particle's surface charge. In actuality, the zeta potential is a measure of the electric double layer and is generated from oriented solute molecules and ions surrounding the nanoparticle surface. The electric double layer is dependent on it environment and will change intensity if pH or ionic strength is altered. For example, all nanoparticles have an isoelectric point. The particle's isoelectric point is the pH of the suspension when the particle's zeta potential is zero net charge (Berg et al., 2009 ).
Zeta potential is also used as a measurement of colloidal stability (Harush-Frenkel et al., 2007; Zhang, 2009) . Values above ±30 mV are considered a stable system while values below ±30 mV are deemed unstable suspensions and aggregate readily. The benchmark time scale for this assessment is generally 30 days. This aggregation is due to the lack of charge-charge repulsion between individual nanoparticles.
Photocatalytic degradation
The surface of a nanoparticle has been identified as a source of leached ions, molecules, and reactive species. There are a variety of techniques and an array of colorimetric probes that are used to measure the reactivity of the surface of a nanoparticle that yields these species into the surrounding particle matrix. Vitamin C and Congo Red are probes used to measure the photocatalytic degradation of the particle's surface. When identifying and quantifying the reactivity of a particle's surface, it is important to recognize that no single technique can be used for all types of nanoparticles. Results in the literature indicate that the mechanism for color change in these tests is a result of charge transfer complexes between the probe and the "active sites" on the particle surface (Warheit et al., 2007a) .
Spectroscopy
One of the most common analytical techniques in nanoscience is spectroscopy. Spectroscopy is defined as the measurement and interpretation of changes in the electromagnetic spectra arising from either absorption or emission of radiant energy by a sample. Spectroscopic techniques are especially useful for particle analyses. Information about the chemical composition, structure, surface functionality, and optical/electronic properties of the sample can be obtained. For example, mass spectroscopy is used to determine the masses of small electrically charged particles and can be utilized to measure properties proteins absorbed onto the particle surface. Raman spectroscopy is used to study vibrational, rotational, and other low-frequency modes in a system and can determine the type and degree of functionalization on the particle surface. Absorption spectroscopy is used to quantify the amount of photons a substance absorbs and can be utilized to measure the size of nanoparticles. Fluorescence spectroscopy is used to analyze the different frequencies of light emitted by a substance which is then used to determine the structure of the vibrational levels of that substance.
Toxicity
Concentration
Of all the physicochemical properties associated with nanomaterials, the feature that is most easily correlated to toxicity is concentration or dose. However, to measure the concentration of a sample is non-trivial. Three techniques are usually employed to determine concentration of a nanoparticle in a suspension. Gravimetric tests can be used, but must assume particle composition. Methods based on chemical reactant reactions can be utilized, but can produce erroneous results. Transmission electron microscopy of cryogenically frozen samples in suspension is the best measure of particle concentration. There are a variety of factors that influence the accuracy of measurements of concentration, such as the purity of sample and quantity of material available for analyses. Special considerations must be taken when a nanoparticle is surface functionalized with an organic coating. For example, surfactant coatings are not stable, and much like a protein absorbed onto the particle's surface, the surfactant will dissociate and be replaced with other molecules present in the suspension.
Exposure to nanomaterial samples
Real-world exposure to engineered nanomaterials is very likely to be a mixture of multiple substances, such as airborne particulate matter. Epidemiological data had suggested that airborne particulate matter (a mixture of many different substances) was more toxic than the sum of its parts. This was attributed to the "synergistic" effect due to the mixture of critical components within airborne particulate matter. In the nanotoxicology environment, human exposure to mixed nanomaterials is likely because multiple types of nanomaterials are often used simultaneously. For example, both metal oxide nanoparticles (e.g., Fe2O3) and graphitic carbon nanoparticles (e.g., carbon black) are likely to be used in various industrial applications. Therefore, it is imperative to understand the toxicological effect of exposure to mixed nanomaterials as well as the effects of the individual components alone. Recent publications have highlighted the importance of studying multiple nanoparticle exposure scenarios (Berg et al., 2010) .
Hemolytic potential
The hemolytic potential of a nanoparticle sample gives vital information on the effects of the particle on a biological membrane. The assay has been used in the past century with a variety of particulates including silicate powders, asbestos, and more recently a multitude of nanoparticles. Hemolysis (i.e. rupturing of erythrocytes or red blood cells) is an ex vivo characterization method that is complementary to assessing cell death. The ability of nanoparticles to react with a biological membrane is an important indicator especially for particles incorporated into medicinal devices for therapy or diagnosis (Warheit et al., 2007a) (Harington et al., 1971; Nolan et al., 1981; Warheit et al., 2007b) .
Particulates, such as nanomaterials, interact with the erythrocyte and exert their cytotoxic effect via a multitude of hypothesized mechanisms depending on the characteristics of the particle such as size, composition, surface functionalization, and zeta potential. The mechanical interaction between the particle and the membrane can cause rupture releasing the intracellular hemoglobin into the ambient solution thus turning the solution pink to red in color. In addition to mechanical interactions, nanoparticles may react with the membrane of the erythrocyte indirectly via actively oxidizing the membrane molecular structure thereby increasing the membrane permeability. The particles may alter the ionic composition of the suspension medium through particle surface degradation, which could then increase the amount of hemoglobin in surrounding medium, as well.
Oxidative stress indicators
The presence of excessive reactive oxygen species (ROS) can cause cellular oxidative stress, which may lead to sub-cellular damage such as DNA, RNA, protein, mitochondrial, and membrane or other lipid degradation (Sayes et al., 2004; Fortner et al., 2005; Lyon et al., 2005; Sayes et al., 2005; Sayes et al., 2006) . Exposure to nanoparticles has been shown to produce excess ROS. Consequently, oxidative stress damage has become a critical assessment tool in characterization the physical, chemical, and toxicological properties of engineered nanostructures.
In nanotoxicology, DNA oxidative stress is used as an indicator for potential cytotoxicity (Cattley and Glover, 1993; Hwang and Kim, 2007) . Research has shown that different types of DNA damage and repair after oxidative damage can provide insights into mechanisms of action (Cooke et al., 2003) . DNA damage is a result of a break or change in the chemical sequence of DNA in the nucleus of a cell. Each type of DNA lesion has different affects on the cells. For example, some DNA lesions result in mutations and can affect DNA replication and transcription; other types of DNA damage are repairable (Cooke et al., 2003) . There are numerous biomarkers that measure oxidative stress endpoints in cells, urine, blood, and other tissues. The assays capable of determining DNA oxidative stress, damage, or repair after damage usually measure levels of 8-hydroxyguanosine (8-OHG) and 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) nucleosides (Cattley and Glover, 1993; Hwang and Kim, 2007) . The Comet assay measures general DNA damage via gel electrophoresis of cell lysate, followed by fluorescence signal quantification.
Protein oxidation is the process of oxidative damage to polypeptides and amino acids present in cells. Examples of assays that measure oxidative protein damage are protein carbonyl content (PCC) and 3-nitrotyrosine. Techniques used to evaluate the oxidant-antioxidant biomarkers are enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA), ion exchange chromatography, immunoblotting, and electron paramagnetic resonance imaging. Several mechanisms are known that describe how electophiles and pro-oxidants cause protein damage. Alterations in protein function can occur following formation of covalent bonds between electrophiles and nucleophilic amino acids, oxidation of nucleophilic amino acids, or production of reactive nucleophiles.
Oxidative stress can also be caused by the accumulation of nanoparticles within the mitochondria (Nicholls and Budd, 2000) (Oberdorster et al., 2005; Li et al., 2008 ) (Sayes et al., 2004) . It has been demonstrated that nanoparticles of various size and chemical composition are preferentially transferred to and accumulate in the mitochondria (Li et al., 2008) . ROS from the nanoparticle surface at the site of the mitochondria or ROS produced by the mitochondria because of nanoparticle exposure leads to cell damage or death. In structurally intact mitochondria, the production of ROS is balanced by an extensive antioxidant defense system that works to detoxify the oxygen radical generation (Nicholls and Budd, 2000) . This protection is generally provided via glutathione and superoxide dismutase. Heightened cellular production of ROS occurs after damage to the mitochondria; thus, oxidative stress is often detected by measuring mitochondrial function.
Lipid peroxidation and membrane damage are used as indicators of oxidative stress and cellular damage. The major concern in this type of oxidative damage is disruption the ion channel flow. Lipid peroxides are unstable and degrade to molecules such as reactive carbonyl compounds. Polyunsaturated fatty acid peroxides generate malondialdehyde (MDA) and 4-hydroxyalkenals (HAE). MDA and HAE are colorimetric/flourometric indicators for this type of oxidation. Cytoplasmic and other cellular component membranes are easily targeted due to the amount of lipids found within the membrane.
Fluorescent dyes are very good indicators to detect oxidative stress in cells and tissues (Wang and Joseph, 1999; Lin et al., 2006) . These ROS-sepcific dyes are categorized according to which type of ROS being probed. , as well as others (see Table 3 ). As with any colorimetric or fluorescent indictors, however, special attention must be placed on whether or not the nanoparticle auto fluoresces at the same wavelength or interferes with dye to avoid false positives or false negatives in results.
There is a wide range of applications for these dyes within the realm of detecting ROS. For example, some probes are mainly used in an indirect approach to probe for antioxidant capacity, while others probe for oxidation in particular sub-cellular compartments and membranes (Gomes and Fernandes, 2005) .
In addition to fluorescence spectroscopy, confocal microscopy can be used as a tool to probe stress (Uggeri, 2004) . Oxidative stress can induce a dose-related increase or decrease in the level of fluorescence depending on the fluorescent probe of choice. In confocal microscopy, fluorescent probes are used to stain cell structures. The fluorescent probes dihydrorhodamine 123, dihydroethidium, 2',7' dihydro-dichlorofluorescein (H2DCF), and dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (H2DCFDA) are some of the most commonly used detectors of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in spectroscopy and microscopy (Uggeri, 2004) .
In vitro toxicology
The successful development of in vitro assays as predictive screens for assessing particle toxicity is an important goal during early product development. Ideally, the screen would be utilized prior to more substantive in vivo toxicity testing. If properly validated, the advantages of these early screening tests would be evident. In vitro testing is simpler, faster, and less expensive than in vivo assays. Successful development of in vitro toxicity models should reduce the use of animals for hazard identification of potential toxicants as well as to improve the ability to evaluate new materials in small quantities. Although implementation of in vitro toxicity screens would be beneficial, the accuracy and predictability of these tests with particulates have shown high correlative evidence when compared to results obtained in vivo models.
An interne national panel of scientists recommended five grand challenges associated with the safe handling of nanotechnology. The panel has recommended strategic research strategies to support sustainable nanotechnologies by maximizing benefits and minimizing environmental and health risks (Maynard et al., 2006) . One of the five key grand challenges cited was to develop and validate alternatives to in vivo toxicity testing of engineered nanomaterials, recognizing that there would be several limitations inherent to in vitro assays and cell culture systems when simulating complex biological effects after exposure to nanoparticles. These limitations include particle dose, selection of celltype for simulating the organ system of choice, characterization of exposure, effects over time, and appropriateness of endpoints for hazard evaluation (Sayes et al., 2007) .
In recent study, a number of variables which strongly impact the ability of in vitro screens to accurately reflect in vivo pulmonary toxicity of several particle types in rats were systematically evaluated (Sayes et al., 2007) . The variables tested included particle dose, time course, duration of treatment exposure, and pulmonary cell types. In vivo effects in the lungs of rats were utilized as the barometer for comparison. Under the conditions of this study, the results of in vivo and in vitro cytotoxicity and inflammatory cell measurements demonstrated little correlation when single cell cultures were used, but resulted in a higher level of correlation when co-cultures of epithelial cells and macrophages were used together. There is a need for better culture systems and for more research to designate the most relevant biological endpoints to test for in vitro studies (Romoser et al., 2011; Romoser et al., 2012; Berg et al., 2013) .
Cellular uptake
Interaction of engineered nanoparticles occurs on a size (Oberdorster et al., 2004; Larese et al., 2009 ). The uptake of nanoparticles provides a unique way of accessing intracellular compartments through intentional (i.e. drug delivery) or unintentional (i.e. occupational or consumer exposure). In either scenario, nanoparticles are capable of intracellular localization through a variety of endocytic mechanisms ranging from the clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) to non-specific macropinocytosis or simple passive diffusion (Qaddoumi et al., 2003; Geiser et al., 2005; Rothen-Rutishauser et al., 2006; Harush-Frenkel et al., 2007; Harush-Frenkel et al., 2008; Jiang et al., 2008) . Many physicochemical characteristics such as nanoparticle size, surface coating, and surface charge have been postulated as factors influencing the endocytosis of nanoparticles. Many endocytic mechanisms are structurally size limited by the protein scaffolding lining of the vesicle on the cytoplasmic membrane. Calculations based on thermodynamic limitations and cell-ligand interactions have calculated the most efficient receptor-mediated nanoparticle endocytosis occurs when the particle is a spherical is shape and 30 nm in diameter (Freund and Lin 2004; Gao et al., 2005) . When the particles aggregate, however, the resultant agglomerate is treated as larger particle. In these circumstances, phagocytosis by immune-modulator macrophages is responsible for clearance of agglomerates. While primary particle size and agglomeration state play the primary role in directing the specific route in nanoparticle endocytosis, they are not the only factors. Surface charge also plays a role in the interactions between nanoparticles and cell membranes (Harush-Frenkel et al., 2008; Zhang, 2009) . For example, negatively charged particle surfaces, such as particles coated with hydrophilic acids, and positively charged particle surfaces, such as particles coated with polymers, are more capable of incorporation into human cells than particles with little to no surface charge. The charge of a nanoparticle will also dictate the pathway through which the particle is internalized (Harush-Frenkel et al., 2008; Mayor and Pagano, 2007; Doherty and McMahon, 2009; Gould and Lippincott-Schwartz, 2009; Zhang, 2009) . For example, while uptake of both positively and negatively charged particles are energy and F-actin polymerization dependent, they have been shown to undergo different pathways. Positively charged nanoparticles enter cells through macropinocytosis and CME (Qaddoumi et al., 2003; Chung et al., 2007) . Negatively charged nanoparticles enter cells through dynamin-independent mechanisms (Qaddoumi et al., 2003; Schroeder et al., 2007; Partha et al., 2008; Villanueva et al., 2009) . While associations between charge and mechanisms of cellular internalization have been made, further research into this topic is needed.
In addition to nanoparticle charge, a modified surface coating influences the uptake by cells. Another factor dictating nanoparticle cellular uptake and potential toxicity is the adsorption of proteins onto the surface of the particle (Chen et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2007; Lundqvist et al., 2008; Schellenberger et al., 2008) . Proteins have been shown to coat particles when placed in cell culture media, serum, and biological fluids. The extent of the protein coating is dependent upon physical factors such as size and shape and chemical factors such as charge and other surface functionalization. Antibody conjugation onto the surface of a particle increases linearly with respect to the radius. This association between size and protein binding is due to the high rate of curvature exhibited by the surface of a small nanoparticle which sterically hinders the binding of additional antibodies. Protein adsorption may be dramatically altered as any single physicochemical property is changed-thus prohibiting many mathematical models to be used in this field. It is this protein adsorption theory, which necessitates the importance of proper characterization of nanomaterials, as well as puts forth complicating task of linking nanomaterial physicochemical properties with their biological endpoint.
The phases of nanomaterial characterization within a study design
The most thorough nanotoxicology studies include a thoughtful experimental design for the material characterization. The nanoparticle sample should be characterized and re-characterized for physical and chemical properties throughout the course of the designed study. When changing the matrix surrounding the material or simply measuring changes over time, a nanoparticle sample should be analyzed and labeled, as material characterization is the primary phase, the secondary phase, or the tertiary phase (Fig. 1) .
Primary phase physical and chemical characteristics refer to those nanoscale properties immediately after the material is synthesized using liquid-phase synthesis or aerosolized synthesis. Furthermore, the characterization should be performed on both lab-synthesized and purchased material. Those properties relevant to toxicity testing include a diverse range of particle features, including: chemical composition, surface functionalization, surface area, size, size distribution, shape, crystallinity, and purity. Secondary phase characterization relevant to toxicity testing includes aggregation/agglomeration/coagulation, concentration, activity/reactivity, presence of reactive species, surface modifications, and leached ions or molecules. Properties in the tertiary phase that are relevant to toxicity testing include cellular uptake and tissue distribution, adsorption of molecules onto the surface, aggregation, degradation and decomposition, and dissociated ions or molecules.
There are specific characteristics regarding nanoparticle production that are most relevant to toxicologists. These issues include quantity of material produced and availability for exposure, particle composition and amount of impurities, and presence and identity of a surface coating. When performing toxicological evaluations on nanoparticles, these properties should be addressed.
One of the most frequently asked questions in nanotoxicology is: to what extent do particles aggregate (Sager et al., 2007; Murdock et al., 2008) ? Particles are always attracted to each other. Forces such as van der Waals interactions, type of solvent, and Hamaker constant are all contributors for particles to aggregate. It is noteworthy, however, that aggregated particles, may not have significantly different surface areas compared to individual particles. Nanoaggregates are often referred to as "soft" aggregates. Chemical changes are needed for aggregates of nanoparticles to become permanently fixed to each other. Factors such as direct covalent attachment at grain boundaries require chemical reaction between particles. When nanoaggregates become fixed, they are often are referred to as "hard" aggregates. It is this type of aggregation (or agglomeration) that leads to much lower surface areas. Nanoparticles can be stabilized against aggregation. For example, ionic strength alters repulsion between particles by several orders of magnitude). In ionic stabilization, strong repulsive electrostatic forces are present and are dependent on the type of solvent used in the system. The strength of these electrostatic forces is affected by surface charge density. If the density of the surface charge is large in magnitude and equivalent in sign, then the repelling forces on a particle-to-particle basis can operate in relatively long ranges. Another example of prohibiting aggregation is steric stabilization. In this case, the coatings on surfaces of the nanoparticles define the extent of stabilization. Understating the interactions of the coatings with the solvent essential and ultimately can reduce van der Waals interactions.
These principles apply to nanoparticles. When characterizing a nanoparticle for any type of assessment, it is important to consider an engineered nanomaterial as a particle obeying quantum mechanics (Fig. 2) . When the particle is aggregated into larger agglomerate, then the particle may be obeying classical mechanics. Nonetheless, particles on the nanometer size scale are different from particles on the micrometer size scale (Nel et al., 2006) . 
Conclusion on utility of structure-activity relationships for nanoparticles
The role of engineered nanomaterials in a variety of fields in science and engineering requires an adequate methodology for evaluating their potential impact on safety and health. Recent publications point to an increase of various biological responses, such as inflammatory or immune responses, after exposure to nanomaterials. These biological responses have been observed and reported on from either in vitro (cell culture based) or in vivo (whole animal) model systems; however, not enough effort has been placed on relating the physicochemical features of each engineered nanomaterial to the observed biological responses. Developing experimental models and methodologies that not only establish relationships between different physical structures and biological activity but also can reliably predict biological responses to nanomaterials is critical. This effort, however, requires a large and organized effort within the nanoscience community. Many data sets measuring multiple endpoints are required in order to accurately predict biological responses. The same is true for the physicochemical characterization.
The structure of a nanoparticle can be used as one of many predictors of biological responses. However, it must be noted that structure is not the only physicochemical feature that contributes to a material's potential toxicity. For example, not all nanoparticles are more toxic than their larger micrometer sized counterparts. Size, alone, is not a measure of toxicity. Surface coatings of particles have been shown to more likely influence toxicity-no matter the size or structure of the material. And particle aggregation and subsequent de-aggregation complicates the structure-activity relationship even more since this process is dynamic depending on time, suspension matrix, and temperature.
Using both analytical chemistry and biochemistry approaches, a systematic methodology is under development that will assist researchers and regulators in evaluating potential responses of a specific biological system to a specific nanomaterial exposure. While the methodology development is well underway, there is still an urgent need for new tools, standardized practices, and meaningful interpretations that help address the challenges presented by nanomaterials and nano-enabled products. Due to their complexity, nanomaterials do not fit into established structure-activity models of chemical behavior. Nonetheless, it is important to identify the trends among different nanoparticles with varying measurable physicochemical characteristics for hazard identification, exposure analyses, risk assessments, and regulatory and policy decisions. The result, ideally, would be a framework that would produce meaningful groupings of particles in an effort to generalize some of the common features and resultant common responses that so many particles on the nanometer size scale seem to induce. For instance, particles less than 10 nm in diameter not only have different optical properties, they also have different translocation tendencies in cellular systems. Metal-based nanoparticles, a.k.a. metal colloids, tend to leach metal ions at different rates and at different pH's. Crystalline materials produce more oxidant species than amorphous materials. While there are always exceptions to generalizations, these types of observations can be made when considering the literature as a whole.
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